Love Your Hair
Southern tastemakers share the products they can’t live without

1. **FRizzy**
   “My hair is best air-dried, but that can take hours. Wrapping it up in this microfiber towel reduces frizz and significantly cuts the drying time.”
   —Nicole Rottler Harlow, @niettmetals
   Aquis 03 Rapid-Dry Hair Turban, $30; sephora.com

2. **Wavy**
   “A hair tie without metal is a must. I sleep in a bun to create waves without the use of an iron. It’s a smart trick for no-heat styling.”
   —María José Padgett, @officialzindagi
   Small Teleties $8/pack of three; teleties.com

3. **Natural**
   “The founder of Earth’s Nectar is a Houston girl! This oil soothes dry scalp, makes hair feel amazing, and can be used on skin too.”
   —Brandy Gueary, @authentically.b
   Earth’s Nectar Jojoba & Tea Tree Scalp Oil, $19; jcpenney.com

4. **Fine**
   “These one-dose tubes repair damage without weighing hair down. I apply as often as needed after washing and conditioning.”
   —Alice Kerley, @lonestar.looking.glass
   Pantene Pro-V Intense Rescue Shots, $5/pack of three; target.com

5. **Color Treated**
   “Moisture times 100! This lightweight leave-in conditioner is the perfect base to create smooth strands.”
   —Ceri Hoover, @cerihoeover
   Leave.In Miracle Conditioner, $25; vocehaircare.com